CHAPTER 12
WHERE DOMESTIC SECURITY
AND CIVIL LIBERTIES COLLIDE

Charles J. Dunlap, Jr.

Imagine, if you will, that there was fairly hard evidence that next year a group of people would kill 40,000 Americans, injure another 6 million, and inflict some $150 billion in economic losses on this country. Compare that situation with a problem that last year killed or injured no one and cost, at most, some $8 billion. Which one would—or should—garner the most attention of the national security community?

One would think that the military would put emphasis on the former, while the latter would be left to state or federal law enforcement personnel to sort out. Actually, the focus is much the reverse. The first set of numbers describes the annual impact of motor vehicle accidents while the second represents the combined costs of nuclear, biological, chemical, and cyber attacks on the United States. Still, some experts—many of whom once apocalyptically touted Y2K perils—insist that the U.S. homeland is exceptionally vulnerable to such threats. And the U.S. military is listening. Today, it is beginning to pour resources into efforts to defend against dangers that have rarely manifested themselves not only here, but anywhere.

It is, of course, true that the potential dangers posed by weapons of mass destruction (WMD) are very great—in theory. No one disputes that we should take prudent steps to defend against them. Prudence dictates, however, a hardnosed assessment of risk so that reasonable decisions are made as to how to focus effort and allocate scarce resources. Accordingly, as we look at the many challenges facing the armed forces today, we ought to consider that during the period 1993-98 (the latest government figures
available) there were only seven casualties (primarily as a result of the World Trade Center bombing) from any international terrorist action in North America.  

Nevertheless, the U.S. Government has stepped up its efforts to combat terrorism. For example, Presidential Decision Directive 62 (PDD-62) was issued in 1998. PDD-62 made fighting terrorism “a top national security objective” to be pursued with the “goal of ensuring that we meet the threat of terrorism in the 21st century with the same rigor that we have met military threats in this century.” Despite the rhetoric of a “national security objective,” terrorism remains formally a law enforcement problem, and our official aim is to “bring terrorists to justice for their crimes.” Law enforcement problems are, of course, not a traditional responsibility of the uniformed services.

Clearly, not every threat to “national security” is by definition the responsibility of the armed forces. Failing schools, economic troubles, and social unrest may all imperil national security broadly construed, but it does not necessarily follow that the military should provide solutions. The courts have repeatedly held that the purpose of the armed forces is “to fight or be ready to fight wars should the occasion arise.” Yet the military is ever more frequently employed to confront a broader range of national ills. Why? One reason is that the military seems to get things done. In a very insightful 1991 article in Atlantic Monthly magazine, James Fallows wrote, “I am beginning to think that the only way the national government can get anything worthwhile done is to invent a security threat and turn the job over to the military.”

In my view, when what is “turned over to the military” is something that is principally a law enforcement problem, the military—and the nation—assumes risk. There are relatively few modern examples where systematic use of the military to meet internal security threats has been good for democracy or, for that matter, the military itself. As to the latter, consider the performance of the Argentine Army
during the 1982 Falklands/Malvinas conflict. Argentine soldiers, who had proven themselves rather expert at torturing and killing their fellow citizens in internal security operations, were rather less effective when facing the British Army on the battlefield. The mere presence of real soldiers—the Gurkha Regiment and elite paratroop units—panicked many Argentine conscripts into surrender with hardly a shot fired. Internal security duties do something to military forces, and I submit it is not something good for warfighting.

But let us focus on the impact on democratic values of the regularized use of the military for policing-type duties. I believe the Founding Fathers would be rather horrified at the suggestion that the regular military forces, the “standing army” so to speak, were to be used in any systemized way for internal security. They were very cognizant of the excesses of Cromwell’s New Model Army in England, and resented the use of Royal troops in the colonies to suppress the growing protest against imperial rule. The killing of five colonists in 1770 by the British Army still resonates as the “Boston Massacre.”

From the very beginning, Americans considered a standing army a threat to liberty. They also did not like supporting troops through taxes or otherwise. In fact, the infusion of British regulars into local communities was the reason one of the least known parts of the Constitution, the Third Amendment, was later adopted. This provision—which sounds quaint to modern ears—forebids the quartering of troops in private homes without the consent of the owners. We are hardly aware of this Amendment because the military establishment has wisely avoided doing things that would awaken latent antimilitarism infringing upon Americans in their home.

To me, history teaches us that there is a form of antimilitarism deeply embedded in the American character. It is usually benign, but represents a potential that today’s militaries must never forget. We should keep in
mind that what the architects of the Constitution really hoped was that a professional military of any size would not be required. In terms of a military establishment, they conceived of one not designed for force projection but rather an organization distinctly defensive in character. It would center on a small cadre of full-time professionals who would be augmented in wartime by mustering of huge state militias. The militia system never really worked as originally envisioned, but, up until the start of the Cold War, the pattern in the United States was a small standing peacetime force that grew rapidly during conflicts through the massive addition of volunteers and conscripts.

The small size of the professional military, if nothing else, precluded much interference with the rights of American citizens during most of U.S. history. Wartime did create exceptions, but Americans generally did not like the experience. During the Civil War, for example, the military sought to exercise martial law authority. In the case of Ex Parte Milligan, a civilian—a lawyer, incidentally,—was tried by military commission for various seditious acts and sentenced to death. The Supreme Court ultimately threw out the conviction, holding that, so long as the civil courts remained open, the military could not extend its authority to civilians, even under the exigencies of national security in wartime.

One of the principal examples of the systemized use of the armed forces for law enforcement in peacetime was in the post-Civil War south. Again, the experience was not a good one and eventually produced legislation that today represents the principal legal impediment to the use of the military for law enforcement duties. Largely as a result of questionable activities of federal troops in response to a railroad strike and during the election of 1878, Congress passed the Posse Comitatus Act. That statute—which was welcomed by most military officers at the time—criminalizes the use of the armed forces to execute the laws (subject to a few exceptions). As influential as it is
in many situations, there has never been a conviction for violation of the Act.

Of course, troops have always been used to suppress riots and other domestic civil disorders throughout U.S. history. These were mainly situations where the disturbances plainly exceeded available police resources. Perhaps the darkest, most disturbing uses of the military for internal security purposes was during the 1960s and 70s, a period made turbulent by the confluence of civil rights and antiwar protests. Professor Loch Johnson reports that, not only was the National Security Agency secretly recording every cable sent overseas by Americans for almost 30 years, “Army intelligence units conducted investigations against 100,000 Americans during the Vietnam War.” A Senate investigation (the Church Committee) in the early 1970s made public for the first time the extensive scope of the military’s surveillance of U.S. citizens. When the military’s activities were revealed, a plethora of legislation and other regulations followed. These still limit the information the armed forces can collect on American citizens domestically. So damaging were the excesses exposed, the military’s appetite for domestic security activities dampened markedly.

By the early 1980s, however, the drug crisis in this country catalyzed Congress into passing a number of legislative initiatives to involve the armed forces in the war on drugs. The United States was in the midst of a crime wave for which illegal narcotics was much to blame, and which Congress believed was overwhelming police forces. The new authorities still restricted the military from engaging in direct law enforcement activities, such as search and seizure, and arrests—but they did permit the provision of training, equipment, and specialized technical services. The nearly 2-decade effort has cost billions and involves even today thousands of soldiers, sailors, and airmen. As will be discussed below, these activities can be controversial.
Today, we see fears of terrorism against homeland targets fueling a renewed effort to involve the military in domestic security. This is especially true with respect to cyberterrorism. In May of 1998 Presidential Decision Directive (PDD) 63 was issued which sets out a blueprint to expand the role of the Department of Defense (DoD) in countering cyber terrorism. Specifically, DoD is listed as the “lead agency” in the area of “national defense.” As such, DoD is “coordinating all of the activities of the United States Government in that area.” PDD 63 does not, however, define the parameters of “national defense,” an especially problematic situation given the dual-use (i.e., used by both military and civilian persons) nature of many of the systems subject to cyber assaults. How can DoD escape intruding into civilian areas with such a loosely defined mission?

Other steps also have been taken just in the last year or so. Notwithstanding the withering criticism of the National Security Agency (NSA) by the Church Committee in the 1970s, DoD has assumed an “information assurance mission.” According to its own public documents, it “conducts defensive information operations, to achieve information assurance for information infrastructures critical to U.S. national security interests.” Towards the end of 1998, DoD also established Joint Task Force Computer Network Defense (JTF-CND) and tasked it to coordinate the defense of all DoD computer systems. In October 1999 JTF-CND, along with the Joint Information Operations Center was placed under the control of U.S. Space Command (USSPACECOM). In a separate project, DoD established the Defense Computer Forensics Lab in September of 1999. Among other things, the lab seeks to chase across the Internet hackers who assault DoD systems.

Not all of the recent effort has focused exclusively on defending against domestic cyber attacks. After discussion of the establishment of a “Homeland Defense” command was aborted when civil libertarians complained, DoD established Joint Task Force-Civil Support (JTF-CS).
JTF-CS has a relatively uncontentious charter that merely tasks it to assist civilian authorities in “consequence management,” that is, dealing with the after effects of a catastrophe, regardless of its source, but most likely the result of terrorism involving WMD, including cyberterrorism. In announcing the new task force, DoD conceded that the benign title of “civil support” and the selection of a National Guardsman instead of a Regular officer as the commander were both intended to quell the concerns of civil libertarians who feared that the “DoD was out to take over and would trample people’s civil liberties” with the new organization.36

Parenthetically, it seems to make sense that many of these homeland defense missions would default to the National Guard. Conceptually, such a mission would appear to fit with the traditional, local orientation of the Guard. Moreover, its historical citizen-soldier model should temper public concerns about an overreaching “standing army.” In a way, however, Total Force has been too successful. With fewer and fewer members of the public showing any military experience in their resumes, the average citizen perceives no differences among those persons in uniform. Everyone—regardless of component—is, for example, “the Army” in a corporate sense to the proverbial “man in the street.”

Accordingly, any improper action by one component will probably be imputed to all. Another Kent State shooting will undermine the reputation of the Regular Army, notwithstanding that the Reserves or Guard might have committed the act. Thus, it is unlikely that designating a Guard officer as the JTF-CS commander as opposed to an officer from another component will have any real ameliorating effect on potential civil-military relations friction. It may even have an aggravating effect because the Guard (and to a lesser extent the Reserves) has no tradition of being apolitical. The openly political behavior of some in the Guard carries great potential to create tensions between
the armed forces and the citizenry if the trend towards greater involvement in law enforcement activities persists.

Why is the use of armed forces as an internal security tool considered so suspect by civil libertarians and others? Secretary of Defense William Cohen captured a key issue, when speaking about the frustrations of the Army’s attempts to police areas in Kosovo, commented in January 2000 that the Army is “not trained for that; they are not competent really to carry out police work, nor should they be doing it.” Cohen is right, but not just in the Kosovo context. From the constabulary peacekeeping missions of the 1990s, we learned that the skills of the combat soldier are not necessarily coterminous with those of the policeman.

Although this should be intuitive, many uniformed people fail to sufficiently appreciate that there are fundamental differences and, I would submit, incompatibilities between the culture of the soldier and culture of the policeman. One could almost say that the mental wiring is different. For example, it always amazes me that some officers believe that their oath to “support and defend” the Constitution against “all enemies, foreign and domestic” is somehow license (if not duty) to engage in domestic law enforcement activities. It is as if they believe that persons suspected of crimes are somehow domestic “enemies” of the state. Of course, under our system of law, those accused of crimes are innocent persons until proven otherwise in a court of law—not enemies of the state, domestic or otherwise. But military people are oriented to think of adversaries as enemies, not as suspects entitled to the presumption of innocence.

This difference in thought patterns manifests itself in other ways as well. Members of the armed forces think of power in brute, physical terms: mass, weight of effort, rates of fire, and so forth. A law enforcement officer draws his power not from his weaponry per se, but from moral authority his status and position in society exerts. It interesting to note that experts are starting to realize that
the militarization of the police in the past two decades, that is, their tendency to ape military organizations through SWAT units, heavier weapons, body armor, and so forth, may well be counterproductive. Such factors undermine their effectiveness by creating a new mindset based on physical power that diminishes their moral authority. In discussing the explosion in the number of disturbing incidents across the country of heavy-handed police behavior, former police chief John McNamara admitted recently that “some corrosive assumptions [have] crept into police culture.”

He says,

The fundamental duty of police is to protect human life. But in many places that understanding has been superseded by a militaristic approach, one that allows for an acceptable number of casualties and that views much of the population as hostile.

Military authorities ought to take note of the problems that a “militaristic approach” generates. Moreover, just as some in the armed forces tend to perceive American citizens suspected of crimes as “enemies” of the state, military members can also evaluate threats very differently than do properly-focused and trained law enforcement personnel. Consider the 1997 shooting of a Texas teenage shepherd by a Marine Corps border surveillance patrol. The youngster (who was probably unaware of the camouflaged military presence) may simply have been casually shooting at game as he tended his flock, but the Marines seem to have mistook this as fire being directed against them, and responded with deadly force. A policeman faced with a threat may well retreat and contain a situation out of concern not only for himself and other innocents, but also for the safety of the “threat” itself. But a military person thinks of destroying threats, not keeping them safe for arrest and judicial disposition, and this may have been a factor in the Texas shooting.

Consider this mindset in the cyberterrorism context. If you do, it should be no surprise—given the military's
perspective—that a Pentagon-sponsored report argued that the Pentagon’s “policy of prohibiting DoD from mounting a counter cyberattack if its computers are attacked puts the military at risk.”\textsuperscript{41} In responding to the report’s proposal to allow the military to immediately launch an electronic counterattack, John Pike of the Federation of American Scientists quipped, “Does this mean that the Pentagon will start frying the home PCs of American teen-age hackers?”\textsuperscript{42} I hope not, but maybe.

Furthermore, the threat of cyberterrorism is generating calls from some to abandon the policy that limits the use of the military’s intelligence gathering and other resources against domestic cyber-incidents. U.S. policy today assumes that, absent evidence to the contrary, cyber assaults involve U.S. persons. The presumption of a “U.S. person” means that it is thus first and foremost a law enforcement matter. This ensures that the judicial process is used in the event intrusion into the citizenry is required in the course of the investigation. It also greatly limits the involvement of the military, and especially its intelligence gathering assets. The new proposals call for a revised policy that presumes the digital “intruder is not a U.S. person,” thus permitting “the full capabilities of the United States’ investigative and intelligence assets” to be “brought to bear” as some desire.\textsuperscript{43} Legislation allowing the military and other intelligence agencies to investigate U.S. citizens is currently under consideration.

I believe such proposals are often welcomed within the military establishment (and even outside of it) because it is not well appreciated exactly why the armed forces represents a far greater threat to civil liberties than do even the most robust law enforcement organizations. The genius of the American scheme of law enforcement organization from a civil liberties perspective is that the power represented by more than 780,000 sworn officers is diffused into over 18,000 independent or semi-independent police forces subject to local control. If a particular agency runs amok, there is ample counterbalance available. There is
really no similar counterbalance to the U.S. military establishment. This is not much of a concern so long as the armed forces remains externally focused—the threat to rights at home is minimized. But no such assurance can be made once the physical power, mental energy, and organizational unity of the armed forces turns inward toward the American citizenry itself.

Nevertheless, the military must turn inward if the threat to homeland security is such that existing law enforcement agencies are incapable of dealing with it. We must recognize that if that occurs, civil liberties are almost certain to be at risk. In 1997 Secretary of Defense Cohen admitted,

> terrorism is escalating to the point that citizens of the United States may soon have to choose between civil liberties and more intrusive forms of protection.\(^{44}\)

The “more intrusive form of protection” could, of course, involve the military.

The armed forces certainly have a role to play in confronting terrorism, but not necessarily an intrusive one. In the short term, I believe that the military’s role in consequence management is a necessary one—there really is no option in the case of a cataclysmic nuclear, biological, or chemical attack. While it may be wise to build and equip the necessary consequence management organizations in the civilian sector as is currently underway, it seems to me that the episodic nature of such events, as well as the limited scope of the military’s role, makes the risk to civil liberties manageable.

I am much more concerned about the use of the military to confront the threat of cyberterrorism. The invasive nature of cyber investigations, as well as the technical difficulty of determining the origin of cyber attacks, almost by definition will result in military confrontations with U.S. citizens, many of whom will be innocent of any offense. The key question is whether or not military involvement is
really warranted by the threat. In my view, it is not. I believe that all the dour predictions that a teenager with a Palm Pilot could hack New York into darkness are wildly overblown.

Writing in the winter issue of Foreign Policy,\textsuperscript{45} cyberwar expert Martin Libicki asserts that conducting a truly meaningful attack on critical computer systems is far more difficult than popular wisdom suggests. Libicki points out that if it were really as cheap and as easy to do as so many cyberzealots claim, someone, somewhere, would have done it already. Countering this view, Professor Dan Kuehl of the National Defense University testified before Congress in February on this issue. He said that the reason a full-fledged cyberattack has not been launched is “solely because no state or non-nation state actor has yet seen sufficient strategic advantage to be gained by doing so—and this condition will not last indefinitely.”\textsuperscript{46}

I do not share Professor Kuehl’s view. There are too many actors out there—Slobodan Milosevic, Saddam Hussein, Osama bin Laden, and many others—who would surely hurt the United States if they could, especially if they could do so anonymously as the cyberzealots insist is possible. Looking beyond our borders, does anyone seriously believe that Chechens would refrain from launching a devastating computer attack against Russia? Would they see no “strategic advantage” in doing so, even though their country is being demolished and their people slaughtered by Russian troops? What about the Kurds suffering in Iraq? Or Turkey? How about the IRA against Britain?

The idea that all of these different groups would come to precisely the same strategic conclusion to “desist” vis-à-vis all these potential targets despite profound cultural differences simply strains credibility too far. The real reason crippling attacks have not taken place is that it is just too hard to do—and getting harder every day as the financial rewards of e-commerce are stimulating vast expenditures for net security. Keep in mind that I am not
talking about denial-of-service attacks\textsuperscript{47} that close down a commercial web site for a couple of hours\textsuperscript{48}—that should not be a military concern—I'm talking about taking down the nation's critical infrastructures for a significant period.

Does this mean that serious and costly cyber incidents will never occur? No. It merely means that there is insufficient evidence today to require a military role in the law enforcement aspects. Even a hugely tragic incident involving thousands of deaths and billions in damage are no more of a risk—and no more beyond the abilities of traditional law enforcement entities to address—than are, as previously discussed, the motor vehicle accidents we suffer every year or, for that matter, the World Trade Center or Oklahoma City bombings. We should recall that Martin Van Creveld maintains terrorism has not succeeded in developed states because modernity itself produces redundancies and work-arounds that rapidly mitigate even savage attacks.\textsuperscript{49} Cyberterrorism cannot bring America to its knees.

The military ought to get involved in homeland cyberdefense when it becomes apparent that some opponent has a genuine capability to inflict losses extensive enough to truly cripple critical military or civilian systems in such a way as to really harm to our vital interests and threaten our way of life. I do not believe such proof exists. Nevertheless, our military and civilian leaders repeatedly insist we are vulnerable to an “electronic Pearl Harbor.”\textsuperscript{60} Using the rhetoric of the infamous sneak attack is a clever way to shock people into supporting the kind of civil liberty compromises about which Secretary Cohen spoke.

To me, however, Pearl Harbor suggests other images. They are scenes of U.S. Army troops herding loyal citizens into barb-wired detention camps because of rhetoric about a threat that in reality was nonexistent. Although it may be fashionable today to say that racism explains the treatment of Japanese-Americans in the wake of Pearl Harbor, the reality is much different. A careful reading of the Supreme
Court's decision in *Korematsu v. United States*, reveals that honorable men in the embrace of genuine—albeit wildly mistaken—fears made the decision to incarcerate hundreds of thousands of equally honorable American citizens. That said, we should learn from this history the real danger to American values posed by overestimation of the dangers we face.

As we calculate the risks of an enhanced role for the military in homeland defense, we should recall that the damaging revelations of the Church Committee in the early 1970s heralded a post-Vietnam downward slide for the Army and the military in general. After an enormous effort in the late 1970s and 1980s, the U.S. armed forces emerged to become what is today the most trusted institution in American society. Yet we seem to have forgotten the lessons of the past. I am absolutely convinced that a deepening involvement of the armed forces in any kind of domestic activity associated with law enforcement or investigations carries great potential to re-ignite the anti-militarism that is never far from the surface of the American psyche. The huge controversy over the alleged role of military in the fiery conclusion of David Koresh's standoff with Federal authorities at Waco, Texas, should serve as a warning in this regard. In an era when the armed forces are already struggling to recruit and retain the best and brightest, a loss of public confidence and trust would be a real catastrophe.

Finally, I'm convinced that terrorists can cause more harm to our way of life by forcing us to give up our civil liberties than they can by the actual damage they might do. The *San Francisco Chronicle* made this point in an editorial where it reported that "terrorist hackers" and other threats will probably put pressure on the military to move into domestic law enforcement, blurring the line between domestic and foreign threats.
It wisely counseled that “it is better to live with danger than in the security of a police state.”\textsuperscript{54} I believe that most Americans share that view, and it ought to shape the military’s response as we consider the U.S.’s homeland defense policies.
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